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Critique of the Sales Law Model 

Longterm   Relations require permanent communication 

Perpetual   diligence and good faith instead of vice and results  

Protection  protection of needs is different from protection of opinions 

Ethics  profit as surplus has no ethical value (“sustainability”) 

Necessity  choice requires access 

Justice  capital gains profit by size, labour by effort 

Needs  there is no need for money but needs that require money  

Science   rights have money values but money value are no rights 



Co-operation in feudal and capitalist societies 
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Coopera
tion 

Stipulatio 

exchange 

Locatio conductio 

Emptio vendita 

Contractus realis 

donate 

Mandatum 

mandate 

Commodatum 

mutuum 

depositim 

prestitum 

dominus 

delegate 

Usus fructus 

dominium  
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Emptio 

Vendita 

buy 

Locatio 
Conductio 

rent 

rei 

things 

slaves abolished 

land §581 ff BGB 

movables §§535 ff BGB 

operarum/operis 

human labour 

independent  §§ 631 ff BGB 

subordinated §611 ff BGB 

specialis 

fungible 

fungible th. §607 ff BGB 

money loans  §488 ff BGB 

Own or Use Capital Object Contract 

To have or to be - that is the question! (Fromm & Shakespeare) 
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To have or to use - that is the question! 

Locatio 
Conductio 

rent 

Emptio 

Vendita 

buy 

rei 

things 

slaves abolished 

land §433, 925 ff BGB 

movables §§433, 929 ff BGB 

operarum/operis 

human labour 

slaves abolished 

Contract for 
work 

§§651, 433 ff BGB 

specialis 

fungible 

rights §607 ff BGB 

claims  §453, 433, 398 ff BGB 

Own or Use Capital Object Contract 



Buy or Rent – where lies the future? 
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Buy Rent 

Object Things, land, claims, 
rights 

Thing, land, claims, + 
labour 

Have the property use 

Pay for Exchange value Use value 

Maintained by consumer Supplier 

Use to make money Produce 

For productive use not responsible  Responsible 

With regard to others exclusive, 
antagonistic  

Inclusive, 
cooperative 

Imagines oneself as alone, autistic social, relational 

regards Results, spot Process, time 


